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Leveraging the Total 
Cost of Ownership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to start off by saying good morning west coast and good afternoon east coast and for those caught in the middle, I hope you picked up something great for lunch. Most of all thank you for taking time out of your busy schedules to be with us. Today I am going to discuss my journey that realistically began 20 years ago while working for a school district in Delaware, Ohio. However, as it relates to the environments that we are able to create today, the journey began just three short years ago while working as a facilities director in a moderately sized school district in Georgia.



1. Understanding that today's decisions are not the "commodities" of yesteryear. All
decisions can impact future operating and capital budgets.

1. Observe examples of disruptive design techniques to acquire valuable information when
constructing the next generations of facilities supporting unlimited pedagogy in three-
dimensional form.

1. Explore the utilization of simplicity into the baseline of all environments increasing
usefulness in the support of a multitude of teaching and learning styles. “Simplicity”
equates to Multi-functional.

1. Observe instances where more effective people appear to be a driving force
commanding the success of a product for the widest range of stakeholders.

Learning Objectives



421 AD       H20



300 Years



Who, What, When, Why and lastly How



My Journey
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Presentation Notes
One of the most important lessons that I have learned on my journey is that we need to UNDERSTAND “EXACTLY” WHO WE ARE DESIGNING FOR,      WE need to remember that we are not designing for US…..Due to the challenges of creating 21st Century environments that permit learning that supports critical thinking, ….collaboration, ….creativity and innovation …as well as communication …we need to be designing for TODAYS learner.            MY GOAL was to PROVIDE a set of tools within a holistic designed solution that WOULD allow a diverse set of strategies to occur within these environments from Kindergarten through higher Ed



$  The Bottom Line  $

The Next Generation



• TRADITIONAL

How Can We Change 
How People Think?

• TRAUMATIC  
• INFLUENTIAL  
• EDUCATIONAL
• HISTORIC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we sat down we decided that needed to create our goals not unlike a road map And we needed to look in the mirror find out who we were, what we are trying to accomplish and decide were we wanted to goAnd these are they key points that we felt were important characteristics of the NEXT generation of educational environments



Joplin



Dr. Lanoue



EDUCATION
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Sir Ken Robinson says never to bring this up at a dinner party and than he goes on to point out that we never really get invited to dinner parties. And why? Well it doesn't’t help that standardized test scores have been flat lined for 50 years. As I analyzed WHAT the countries were doing that were ahead of the curve…  I discovered thee distinct differences in what I had been observing for 20 years. These 3 items are in no specific order. They holistically focus on the development of the individualized learner… they support continuous and repeated professional development and they empower the individual school with its ultimate success , or failure for that matter….Sir Robinson also says something that s very close to my heart. He says that we ….MUST ….NURTURE ….CREATIVITY. I truly believe this, and as I mentioned before, the Four C’s for the 21st Century learner rely on this.. We understood that if were to create the next generation of educational facilities   {CLICK}       we ….



Aliens
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This is HANNAH, She is the alien that has decided to come live with me, she lives at my house, …she eats my food,…. she drives my car and yes, she even asks 20 dollars on Friday night.This sounds no different than us when we were kids, right? But there’ is a difference… and this is KEY…THEY ARE TRULY ALIENS, ….THEY ARE NOT LKE US….they don’t communicate like us….they don’t talk like us and most importantly…they don’t work like usWhat my alien has has taught me is that technology is simply a pencil, and I need to look at it that way, Unlike myself when I see a computer… the memory of spending $5500 for a128MB computer in 1988, clouds my vision…TO ME ITS EVERYTHING,….ALWAYS HAS BEEN….PROBABLY ALWAYS WILL BE. In contrast my alien sees technology as another tool in her book bag,… it is not all encompassing, …it is not everything. If it breaks, I just get a new one…..AND by the way I just purchased my FIRST Macbook with storage 4,000 x’s greater than my first love for a little over $1000.



Catalyst Change
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Presentation Notes
SO what was truly the catalyst for change?      For me it was ROBUST WIRE TECHNOLOGY.    The advancement in technology that was introduced in JANUARY of 2011 enabled us to begin to BECOME untethered…we no longer had to be tethered to the wall…We no longer needed to worry ourselves with the gymnastics that AS WHAT see here in this photograph. 



Checking Boxes
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Presentation Notes
I, …. like many of my counterparts across the country was a box checker. Somewhat impart to the current status of the educational system…. considering the fact that we seem to always be understaffed,… and underfunded.But we had our backs against the wall, ….We needed to create something that was foreign to us. ……We needed find solutions for educational models that had been discussed for some time in administration meetings, board meetings and trade shows…But understood that the disconnects between what was being said…. and what was being done …. surrounded us. So as I describe my journey      {CLICK}         I will be….



Commodity



4 Topics

• Disruptive design Techniques
• Simplicity
• Untethered Technology
• Environments of Choice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…discussing the four KEY topics that I feel provided me a road map to aid us in creating this shift in culture.  PLESE UNDERSTAND that just 3 SHORT years ago ALL OF THESE CONCEPTS  WERE PREVOUSLY VERY FOREIGN in the language of constructing the Next Generation of Educational environments. Let me briefly explain what I mean by each one of these topics. Disruptive Design Techniques Is in the work to shorten the disconnects associated with with what we say… and what actually occurs.IT is the intentional effort of listening to the administrative conversations and then working in the classrooms to fully understand their work.Simplicity does not need an introduction Untethered technology, the need to UN TIE our electronic chains which will enable flexibility and agility.And lastly ENVIRONMENTS OF CHOICE, …. we have found in our work that if we are successful in creating environments that empower choice, we see instances of 100% engagement and the end result… is learning.



EMPOWERS CHOICE, FOCUS ON IL

WHAT WILL BE THE KEY 
ATTRIBUTES OF AN 

EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT?

DEMONSTRATES DEFINING PRINCIPLES
ENABLES UNLIMITED PEDAGOGY
ENCOURGES FACILITATION
PERMITS C&R PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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Presentation Notes
As we sat down we decided that needed to create our goals not unlike a road map And we needed to look in the mirror find out who we were, what we are trying to accomplish and decide were we wanted to goAnd these are they key points that we felt were important characteristics of the NEXT generation of educational environments



• 1. Change the Environment
• 2. Reduce the Clutter
• 3. Integrate Untethered and Transparent Technology
• 4. Respond to Multiple Learning and Teaching Styles
• 5. Develop Mobility

• 6. Create Adaptable, Agile and Recoverable Tools

• 7. Design Multi-Functional Tools

• 8. Create Fun, Inviting and Engaging Environments

Defining Principles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And these were our 8 defining principlesOur map to keep us on track and out of the rabbit holes…..



Bagagge outside the door

Leave Your Baggage at the Door

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Needed     to     leave      our    bags    at     the    door. So what do I mean by this? We realized that if we are going to go thru this Cultural Shift,….. we are going to need to convince all stakeholders in the planning process that we INITIALLY could not hold onto anything that we understand about the creation of educational environments.We could not permit ourselves to hold onto in what we have known for past 60-70 years. WE NEED TO GO FROM …       {CLICK}         WHAT WE KNOW…….



We Don’t Know What We Don’t Know
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Presentation Notes
To WHAT WE DON’T KNOW. We were fully aware that this was going to be extremely difficult and I will discuss the strategies in a few minutes.We also understood that we are generally a culture of risk adverse individuals.  NOW historically as we look at this picture, our first reaction is where is the front of the room?....Where is the technology?....There must be a standardized solution, right?We WERE interested in creating AGILE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS. AS a side bar…..The difference in flexible and agile… when discussing learning environments is that flexible defines our ABILITY to change but agile     describes HOW we change.  If we are going to change a culture and create diverse solutions…..we understood that we were going to investigate



Analyze Multiple Teaching & Learning Strategies
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Presentation Notes
Understand, …..predict, and …… analyze multiple teaching and learning strategies…as many strategies that we can read about….observe and predict…. AND this is the point in which we realized that we were also going to need to ……   {CLICK}change the vocabulary……



PROCESS

We designed and Tested a
tremendous amount of new
systems, processes and tools.



Change Vocabulary
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As well discussed this next generation of educational environments. We decided that we could no longer say words that painted imagery that would allow the bags to come back through the door. To allow for a free flowing exchange of ideas, we needed to say words that allowed the individual stakeholders to create their own ideas and understanding as to what the NEXT looks and feels like. So instead of using words like Smartboard and desktop, we said annotation devise and computing device. Instead of MY DESK, we said a desk. And instead of saying paperless …haha and believe me, never say this… we said less paper. What we ultimately discovered as part of this process is    {CLICK} ….if we are going to change a culture…….



Change the Environment
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If we are going to change a culture………..We must be willing to change our environments. This is a recent image of Williston State College in Williston, North Dakota,    As they were rolling out their new environments. Again, your first reaction may be asking…..where is the front of the room, However, our aliens see this as potential.If we can deliver DIVESRE SET OF Multifunctional tools and allow the environments to become UNTETHERED as well as TRANSPARENT we are going to be successful by not restricting current and future strategies with accessories and and components.In this holistic approach to design ….we need to remember that ….[Click] It must be nurtured.



CHANGE IS A PROCESS NOT AN EVENT



CHANGE MUST BE NURTURED



Next Generation?
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Is this image an image that you created for a 21st Century Learning Environment?



Support Differentiation?
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Presentation Notes
Does this image invoke conversations such as Differentiation,…………..Collaboration ………….. or Project Based Learning?      What about individualized learning?



Flexible or Agile?
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Presentation Notes
Is this environment flexible or AGILE?Can it be?    is it possible?   sure it can,,,,..But with what success?



Encourage Facilitation?
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Presentation Notes
Does this image encourage facilitation?And in case you didn't’t see it     right away…This is       actually      NOT      a       teachers      desk…….It is a teachers compound…It is approximately 175 sf of real estate in a 648 sf  FIRST grade classroom that I personally was responsible in its delivery AS A BOX CHECKER…… just     5    short    years.{CLICK}And one last image…….



21st Century

1893 Horace Mann School For the Deaf Miss Fuller and her Class AH Folsom Boston Public Library
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Is this 21st Century? …….THIS IS AN  image of a deaf school….  that was taken in the 19th Century…The same year that Benjamin Harris became president of the US, remember him? It was also the same year that Aspirin was patented and the cardboard box was invented. Actually…. AS I Have Learned in my journey…..this       looks     a lot      like    a     flipped      classroom…  Or better yet it      DOES IT look like      21st century without the technology?….And if you added the technology……{CLICK}….it may look something like this….



Prototype



TCO   A Holistic Design Approach 
Trillium Creek Primary School, West Linn-Wilsonville School District West Linn, Oregon DOWA-IBI Architects
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A wonderful example of a 21st Century learning environment that is ALSO self sustaining…As we continue to focus on the individualize learner,And if you're a CEFPI member and happened to be at the annual convention in Portand, you probably got to see this little gem…This just happens to be one of my favorite examples of the next generation of educational environments to date…..Mostly due the fact that has an internal mechanism to insure that the work that had been accomplished is sustained,….….Remember that continuous and repeated professional development thing I discussed earlier



iPad
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Presentation Notes
Think about when the first iPad was available in the marketplace. How many years ago was it that you could purchase one off of the shelf? …..When I have asked this question in past conversations……my answers generally range between 6-7 years, sometimes 10……But actually, The answer is 5 years ago this coming April. In one meeting a five year old boy told me that the answer was 50 years…………..just think about what this alien was telling us……just think about that pencil that you held in your hand when you we five…..Considering the Ipad 5 years ago, consider the architects challenge to build a building that will last 50 years…. {CLICK}…..         .how to we get there?....



Disruptive design Techniques can 
Help us Acquire 

Valuable Information 
When Constructing the “Next” 

Generations of Facilities

Be the Champion, Be the Designer
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Ahhhh  Disruptive design!Remember  LOL? Listen, Observe and Learn.Sit in the classroom, shadow a student, not just for a few minutes…. For many days, …..observe how the teacher differentiates, watch their movements, their interactions and observer their personal space….



Disconnect
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Look for the disconnects between what is being said in the board meetings and the administrative meetingsWe all played this game as a kid, right?Well not exactly this game…. It appears that the aliens added some CAT 6 wire….But here is what I discovered…..They was no string …{CLICK}Lets take a deeper look into our aliens world



L.O.L.



Personal Space
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Culturally, there are extreme and diverse solutions for personal space.However, you will see as you go out in the world and LOL…. As represented in this photograph, that our aliens require less space when performing 21st CENTURY skills.AGAIN I CANT REINFORCE THIS ENOUGH, AS DESIGNERS WE NEED TO REMEMBER WHO WE ARE DESIGNING FOR….. And remember when we group…



Proxemics



Stop Designing For Us
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Presentation Notes
Yes…OK Mr. Stubbs… we get it!{CLICK}So what do we do with all of the stuff?



Simplicity 
Can

Increase Usefulness
In Support of A Magnitude of 
Teaching & Learning Styles
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So what do we do with all the stuff? THIS WILL BE YOUR biggest challenge!I USE this strategy when taking with instructors.What do we need in the classroom today,      this week,      this month and this year?And lets take this month and this year and find a soltion for it out of the educational environment.



Reduce
Reduce
Reduce
Simplify
Simplify
Simplify
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If you want the create the next generation of educational environments that speak to current pedagogyYou will need to  R R R S S S 



Reduce the Clutter



What do we need
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Presentation Notes
Organizing the today and this week…..{CLICK}….Utilizing what I call systematic and purposeful storage solutions….



Create Systematic & Purposeful 
Storage Solutions

Presenter
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… creative and purposeful storage solutions…Storage can be…and honestly NEEDS to be flexible, mobile, reconfigurable and agile…You heard this before, right, again remember that this is a holistic solution to the environments….



GRADE  LEVEL STORAGE



Design Multi-Functional Tools, TCO
As a response to numerous
guiding principles to streamline
the learning environments by
creating a reduction of the
amount furnishings and
equipment, the critical need for
creating tools that are multi-
functional becomes paramount.

Another benefit gained from a
multi-functional set of tools is the
ability of stakeholders to do more
with less; supporting the
principle to reduce clutter.



Differentiation
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Presentation Notes
Its not just about one component, its every decision we make. Acoustics,      lighting,      surfaces,      technology     storage      furnitureThe slide as well as the next three slides, utilize the same set of tools     to create a very vast set of environmentsSo I ask….CAN this learning environment support Differentiation?



Recoverable
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Is this environment recoverable?My associate superintent can to me one day and asked…. OK, Mr. Stubbs… what if this doesn't’t work?It willBut what if it doesn't’t?Oh yeh!



Multifunctional
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Does this environment utilize multifunctional tools?In the foreground, not only is the white curved component, a bookshelf, a mobile cart, a back rest, a place to post exemplars, and a stand up learning deviseBuy the way,,    everything MUST fit through a 3 foot door and if you have ever moved a kidney table through a three foot door,You get this right?



Agile
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Is this environment agile?Notice the chairs in a circle, looks a little like our 19th century FLIPPED classroom, right?And behind the chairs, … notice the tables that are stacked, this is the reason that this environment can be easily changed. Look how much more space can be found, by simply stacking tables eight high.



Integrating 
Untethered Technology

Can Encourage
Facilitation
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What Does Untethered Truly mean?….For me it means no longer being attached to the wall, no longer purchasing 32 data drops, conduit and power in EVERY educational space. It means eliminating the expense of floor boxes and utilizing these resourses in the balance of the tools within an educational environment.Can it encourage facilitation?      absolutely…We have seen in our environments that the front of room is beginning to blur and the instructors are rarely performing at a front of room…And it simply because we have eliminated the antiquated set of tools that were designed for environments without the knowledge of unteathered technology



IS IT ABOUT MORE TECHNOLOGY?
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Its not about more technology, its NOT about spending THOUSANDS of dollars…Its truly about more effective people….As we move forward we will be able to do more and more with less.DO NOT create environments on what you know, build them to what you don’t know…..Most communities only get one chance in 50 years….



TRANSPARENT AND 
UNTETHERED 
TECHNOLOGY

Trillium Creek Primary School, West Linn-Wilsonville School District West Linn, Oregon DOWA-IBI Architects
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To create change….



Simple and Easy to Use



Transitional Period
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And into the future….Knowing vey well we are in a transitional period.Today, we may,   at times,   need this amount of space. Im sure that you have seen this in you brief LOL sessions, When the children are in need of more space will push the small rectangular tables to the center of the room and utilize the floor.And if they cant do this,,,, they will use their lap or anything else to acquire more spaceThis can be a distraction….{CLICK}



Transitional Period
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Give them opportunities to fit their specific needs…{CLICK}



Transitional Period
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Some of us require more space than others……In this transitional period{CLICK}



Creation Of 
Environments of Choice

Can Provide
Opportunities of 100% Engagement 

Even in Moments of Disruption
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THINK ABOUT What happens when you enter a classroom that is set up in rows, facing the front of room?Does everyone look up?Is learning disrupted?Now I want you now to think about when YOU read a book………..What does that place look like? Is it your favorite chair, are you on your porch or at the beach?….{CLICK}



WHEN YOU READ A BOOK…



EMPOWERING CHOICE

Diverse, Familiar, Agile, intuitive 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In contast….I want to show you my favorite picture.A few miutes earlier I had peeked into this room and theI entered this room…. With four other adults… and I immediately panicked.. As I was uncertain that I would never get another opportunity to capture this imageBy creating environments that empower choice, that are diverse,   familiar   agile    and     intuitive We are seeing opportunities of 100 % engagement{CLICK}Diversity is another





Diversity
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Diversity is another attribute of a classroom that we have discovered will empower choice.Diversity of tools. Like tables and chairs, a diversity of heights….{CLICK}A diversity of arrangements



We re-allocated hundreds of
thousands of dollars of savings from
technology to other systems such as
operable walls and mobile
furnishings.

TRANSPARENT



963 Classroom Refresh Project
$       3,530 Budget, Previous Model
$ 3,399,390 Total Budget

$ 1,800,000 Project Cost
$ 1,599,390 Savings

• Refresh, Bulbs, Maintenance
• Non Proprietary

SAMPLE PROJECT



We reduced technology expenditures by <35%

While increasing the functionality of the technology systems

And introducing new learning tools

And providing unprecedented opportunities for professional development.

Our Results



Summer Cleaning



Design

Cost of Ownership
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In design there is always that unforeseen that comes along for the ride, something that you didn’t see coming. Think about when school building are cleaned over the summer…..What is the first thing that happens?We move all of the furniture into the hall,    we clean the rooms… we move the furniture back in the rooms…We then clean the halls….. 10 weeks right?I realized that I needed to Stop buying a commodity



26 Positions in 748 SF
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Diversity of arrangementsAs you see … these diagrams are actual plans of the series of classrooms that you saw previously.Notice the recoverable room in the lower right hand corner and the room that stacked the tables in the lower right hand corner.



Transitional Period

Presenter
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 What I want you to understand in the next two slides is when the tools are configured from a recoverable position as you see in this plan…{CLICK}The instructor will naturally move off the from of room and facilitate…



Transitional Period

Presenter
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Because they can.This is the same number of positions than in the previous slide, but now look at the newly found space.



Plan of 3 Conjoining Classrooms
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We have found that diversity of types and sizes of space is also important.What you see in this plan is two classrooms with operable walls, with a fully equipped collaboration or breakout space in the middleOur goal was to enable instruction to be 1 to 1 to 4-5 staff members with an entire grade level of student in one space.{CLICK}And this is the actual space that you just saw in plan ….



Our Results
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That you just saw.I'm standing in one classroom looking through the collaboration space into the next classroom. Because of diversity   agility    mobility   of the entire environment…The solutions are as endless as you imagination….{CLICK}



What We learned
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Today I have shown you examples for you think about.In this example, we need to remember how aliens learn,       how they collaborate,      and how they communicate as well as the space that they require to be successful.{CLICK}



Agile

Presenter
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And the tools within the space MUST be agile……This image represents 26 positions in approximately 648 sfDo you see a teachers compound?Is’ space a luxury item?It there a true fixed front of room?



WHAT WE LEARNED





Created Environments

Presenter
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Is this a media center? A classroom? Or is it a cafeteria?{CLICK}









Created Environments

Presenter
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How can we utilize a holistic design approach to begin to create the next generation of educational environments? {CLICK}I discovered that I needed a new set of tools.In conclusion, I truly want you to understand that this change…. AS ANY…. change, Was not without its challenges, but WHAT I truly discovered along the journey IS     if YOU CAN FIND a champion…. with a strong vision, who is encouraging change….. during the early stages of resistance there can be observers on the side line….But if you keep moving forward with a strong passion to make a difference, AS you move forward you will find individuals running along side you    and    less    and    less individuals on the sideline….So I give you….             Just Start Something



David A Stubbs II

Cultural.Shift@yahoo.com

www.cultural-shift.com

706.338.3204

Cultural-Shift
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In conclusion, I truly want you to understand that this change…. AS ANY…. change, Was not without its challenges, but WHAT I truly discovered along the journey IS     if YOU CAN FIND a champion…. with a strong vision, who is encouraging change….. during the early stages of resistance there can be observers on the side line….But if you keep moving forward with a strong passion to make a difference, AS you move forward you will find individuals running along side you    and    less    and    less individuals on the sideline….So I give you….             Just Start Something
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